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How to make a $30 ‘Barn Door’ Tracker
Guide by Nico Carver (nebulaphotos.com)

Adapted from George Haig’s design described in Sky & Telescope, April 1975

Parts needed

Tools needed

[2] 1x6 boards cut to 12.6875” (322 mm)
[2] 1/4” 20 Tee Nuts
[1] 6” piano hinge or [2] 3” door hinges
[6] Small wood screws (if hinge does not come with them)
[1] 4” long 1/4” 20 Carriage Bolt with round head (3” okay if 4” not available)
[1] 1.5” long 1/4” 20 bolt (to attach ball head)
[1] 1” long 1/4” 20 bolt with socket head cap (to connect tripod plate)
[1] Blank CD or DVD
[1] Printer paper or Avery CD Label (8692)
[2] 1/4” 20 nuts
[1] 1/4” washer
[1] 3.5” metal brace (to make handle)
[1] Ball Head
[1] Metal Drinking Straw or Finder Scope
[1] Tape
[1] Epoxy or super glue
[2] Screw eyes, #6
[1] Rubber band 

Saw or get the store to cut the board for you
Drill (with various drill bits)
Screwdriver
Hammer
Pliers
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Measure and cut two pieces of 1x6 lumber 
to 12 11/16” long. That’s about 322mm for the 
metric folks. If you don’t have a saw, Home 
Depot or the other home improvement stores 
will often cut lumber to your specifications in 
the store.

Put your hinge or hinges along the edge of 
the boards to mark where the holes should 
be and then drill some small holes about 1/4” 
deep. Then screw on the hinge with some 
small wood screws. I was able to find a 6” long 
hinge, but if you can’t find that, two 3” hinges 
would work fine too.

Now you want to measure out a spot on the 
bottom board exactly 11.42” or 290mm out 
from the center of the hinge. Mark this and 
drill a ¼” hole there, then glue and hammer in 
a ¼” tee-nut in to the top of the bottom board. 
When you glue it, be careful not to get any 
glue into the threads of the tee nut.
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Repeat step 3 except this time put the tee 
nut in the exact middle of your bottom board 
so that would 6 5/16” (161mm). This is where 
you will attach the tracker to your tripod. 
Depending on how your tripod connects, you 
may need to counter-sink this tee nut in to the 
board a bit.

Screw in the 4”-long ¼”-20 carriage bolt with 
round head in to the tee nut that is 290mm 
away from the hinge. This is your drive bolt for 
the tracker.

Print out this pattern to make your clock 
wheel, you can just print out on regular printer 
paper, cut it out, and glue it on to a CD. But if 
you happen to have Avery CD labels like I did 
laying around, you can use those to make it 
even easier (no cutting).

https://www.nebulaphotos.com/doc/clockWheel.pdf
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Secure the clock wheel (blank CD with pattern 
glued on) and the handle to the bottom of the 
drive bolt. Use the nuts, the washer, and some 
epoxy or super glue and then tighten it all up 
with some pliers. Once you have that all done, 
you should be able to easily rotate the bolt 
with one finger on the handle.

Drill a hole and attach your ball head to the 
middle of the top board with the 1.5” bolt.

Measure the center point of your boards, and 
drill out two little holes for the screw eyes and 
screw those in by hand in to the ends of the 
board opposite the hinge. Attach a rubber 
band around these to give a little tension to 
the system. And turn the screw eyes so you 
can look down and see how your clock wheel 
is pointed.
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10 Attach your polar alignment device aligned 
with the hinge. I taped on a metal drinking 
straw, but a finder scope or laser would be 
better.

Tips for using it:

• Be very careful not to bump the tripod or move around when using the tracker. 
I’d recommend sitting on a stool.

• The clock wheel should be rotated counter-clockwise to track the stars.
• Experiment with how often you move the clock wheel. I found 15 degrees every 

2.5 seconds necessary to get round stars (24mm & 3.9 micron pixels). You may 
also try 30 degrees every 5 seconds or even 90 degrees every 15 seconds. How 
often you will need to move the clock wheel depends on your image scale which 
is dependent on both your focal length and pixel size.

• You will need to rewind the device (clockwise) every 20-30 minutes. Be prepared 
to re-center your deep sky object after you rewind.

• The longer the focal length of your lens, the more accurately you will need to 
polar align the tracker.

• To see this build in action, please refer to the accompanying youtube video

https://youtu.be/P_qqLA0WKJg

